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Abstract
Optimization approaches for the modernization of
buildings mostly consider one-time investments for
the design decision. Also the uncertainty of boundary
conditions is rarely taken into account. In this work,
we propose a robust extension of a mixed-integer linear program that determines modernization schedules
considering multiple points in time for the design decision. An initially conducted sensitivity analysis of
the original model reveals high influences of user behavior, emission factors and economic parameters on
the objectives and design decisions. By applying the
method to a typical building, it is shown that robust
differ from nominal solutions. The shown investigation of different degrees of robustness should facilitate
the decision for a modernization path in the future.

Key Innovations
 Application of robust multi-objective optimization on scheduling modernization measures.
 Identification of highly influential parameters on
modernization schedules with Morris method.
 Influence of different degrees of robustness on optimal investment pathways.

Practical Implications
Robust optimization makes long term investment
planning more realistic and reliable. However, it
should be noted that the problem complexity rises
with the number of uncertain parameters considered
in the robust optimization. To keep this in check,
highly influential uncertain parameters should first
be identified with a sensitivity analysis.

Introduction
Buildings are responsible for about 40% of the
European final energy consumption (Economidou
et al. (2011)). Hence, in the next decades many
countries need to modernize their building stocks
to exploit saving potentials and contribute to the
mitigation of climate change.
As a result, determining optimal modernization

measures for existing buildings is increasingly investigated in current research. Widely used approaches
in the field of optimizing building energy systems
(BES) are linear programming (LP, e.g. Iturriaga
et al. (2018), Schütz et al. (2017)) and metaheuristics
(e.g. Kerdan et al. (2016), Penna et al. (2015)).
Some studies aim at prioritizing buildings for modernization inside a portfolio (e.g. Spinnräker et al.
(2017)). In all mentioned approaches, an optimal
BES is identified for the initial investment decision
and future developments or component replacements
are not taken into account. In particular, boundary
conditions (e.g. energy prices) are usually assumed
constant over the considered time horizon. In other
words, one optimal BES is identified and assumed
that it will persist in the building for decades.
As the boundary conditions, especially technical
and economic parameters, are likely to change in
the future, also the optimal BES configuration will
change over the life time of a building. As a result,
taking into account multiple points in time for the
design decision will result in a BES design that will
lead to lower costs and emissions over the life time
of a building compared to only considering an initial
design. Thereby, also dependencies between designs
at different points in time can be taken into account.
For this purpose, Richarz et al. (2020) developed
an optimization model that identifies not only
optimal modernization measures of a building but
also their optimal time for implementation. Hence,
modernization schedules i.e. investment pathways
are generated. Additionally, boundary conditions
vary for every prospective year inside the model
based on parameter prognoses. A scenario analysis
of the model revealed strong dependencies between
the optimal solution and the gas and electricity price
as well as the carbon intensity of public electricity.
However, future energy prices in particular are
very uncertain, as Moret et al. (2017) showed, and
common scenarios cannot predict future development. As a result, some recently published studies
explicitly consider uncertainty in their model formulation. In this relation, stochastic programming is
often conducted. For example Maderspacher (2017)
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combined Monte-Carlo simulations with a heuristic
approach on building level and Schiefelbein (2018)
presented a similar approach for neighborhoods. One
disadvantage of stochastic optimization is the need
for probability distributions of the uncertain parameters. Furthermore, complex models with many
parameters tend to become numerically intractable
when applying stochastic programming (Babonneau
et al. (2009)).
Robust optimization (RO) is an alternative approach
in the field of LP where no probability distributions
are needed. Instead, only uncertainty ranges from a
best to a worst case have to be defined that can be
extracted from prognoses. The optimal solution of
RO is valid for all considered uncertainty scenarios
within the defined uncertainty ranges.
A worst-case consideration of RO was firstly introduced by Soyster (1973). This approach led to
highly conservative solutions and was improved by
a quadratic formulation of Ben-Tal and Nemirowski
(2000). As these quadratic problems are not attractive in terms of solving, Bertsimas and Sim (2004)
introduced protection variables in the frame of LP
with which the degree of robustness can be adjusted.
So far, RO is rarely applied in the field of energy system optimization. Recently, Moret et al. (2020) have
presented a framework with a further development of
the usage of protection variables for an optimization
that has been applied to a national energy system
(Moret (2017)). Nicolas (2016) has shown how RO
can support policy decisions in different sectors like
transport and national energy systems. In the field
of distributed energy systems, Majewski et al. (2017)
and Hollermann (2020) have presented a robust
multi-objective optimization model based on Soyster’s approach. Akbari et al. (2014) have developed
a model for sizing the BES in a hospital building
and in a neighborhood (Akbari et al. (2016)) using
the approach of Bertsimas and Sim. They attribute
a significant influence on the optimization results
to different uncertainties (Akbari et al. (2014)) and
found that plant sizes are highly dependent on the
decision maker’s level of conservatism (Akbari et al.
(2016)) i.e. degree of robustness.
To the best of our knowledge, robust optimization
has not yet been applied to identify modernization
schedules for buildings. In this paper we close this
gap by applying a robust multi-objective model
formulation to a typical office building.

Proposed Method
Our method (Figure 1) is based on the framework
by Moret et al. (2020): Initially, all parameters
of the data basis are characterized regarding their
uncertainty. Then, a sensitivity analysis identifies
the highly influential parameters. These parameters
are used to formulate a so-called robust counterpart

for a mixed-integer linear program (MILP).
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Figure 1: Overview of the used method in this paper.
Building model and non-robust MILP
The MILP used for this study is based on a model
presented by Richarz et al. (2020), to which we refer
for a detailed model description. In this section, we
will present the key aspects of this model:
An hourly demand calculation based on a multi-zone
approach is integrated in this optimization model.
Cold and heat demands are calculated based on data
for typical zones in non-residential buildings. To
lower the computational effort, a k-medoid clustering
algorithm is implemented calculating typical days
and thereby reducing the problem size.
The main goal of this MILP is to support the
decision-making of modernization measures for a
BES. The integrated demand calculation makes it
possible to realize a combination of modernization
measures on the envelope and the energy supply
system. Hereby, the model determines not only the
optimal selection of measures but also the point in
time when the measures should be implemented.
By means of a Pareto optimization, modernization
schedules for a BES are determined. Objective
functions are equivalent annualized costs (EAC) and
annualized carbon emissions (CO2 ) (Equations 1-5).
The main part of the objectives is relevant for the
robust counterparts and therefore presented below.
Here, the EAC are divided into those for investments
(inv) in devices (d) on the energy supply system
or insulation measures on different parts of the
envelope (h), consumption of energy sources (es),
and operation and maintenance (o) for the devices.
Each calculated with addition of specific capital costs
(C) and separated annuity factors (R). Decision
variables are the capacities (Xi,d ) of all possible
energy generation and storage units in every year (i)
of a considered time horizon. Analogously, decisions
(Xi,h ) according renovation measures of the envelope
are made in each year. The use of a fuel (Xes,i,t ) in
an hourly period t of a typical day is also a decision
variable. Emissions are calculated analogously with
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emission factors (E), whereby the factor of public
electricity changes yearly.
min EAC = EAC inv + EAC es + EAC o
(1)
X
X
X
EAC inv =
Ri d,h (
·Ci,d · Xi,d +
·Ch · Xi,h )
i

d

h

(2)
EAC es =

XXX
es

i

EAC o =

XX
i

min CO2 =

es

Ri · Ci,es · Xi,es,t · t

(3)

t

Ri o · Cdo · Ci,d · Xi,d

(4)

d

XXX
i

es

Ei,es · Xi,es,t · t

(5)

t

Maximal usage periods are set for all supply units
and envelope parts according their lifetime. Since the
lifetime of envelope parts is about three times higher
than that of the devices and decisions are driven economically in the model, the decisions for renovation
measures are made rarely. In contrast to previous approaches in literature, investments i.e. measures can
be made in every year of the time horizon which results in an optimal investment path with a yearly
resolution. Hence, in contrast to the common assumption of building energy simulations that all investments are made in the first year, in that model
the optimal BES configuration can change over the
lifetime of the building. Economic and ecological parameters (e.g. energy prices, emission factors) are
also subject to yearly variations which are based on
different prognoses.
The superstructure of the model comprises gas and
pellet boilers, geothermal and air source heat pumps
(HP), combined heat and power units (CHP), electrical heaters (EH), vapour-compression refrigeration
systems (VCRS), photovoltaic modules (PV), and solar thermal collectors (STC). Batteries (BAT) and
thermal energy storages (TES) are included as storage systems. Each component (roof, outer walls,
ground floor, windows) of the envelope may be renovated based on two possible levels.
Uncertainty characterization
From all input parameters of the MILP, uncertain
parameters are selected and classified in three
categories. First, certain parameters are assessed
and excluded from the following steps. These are
(i) general model parameters such as the considered simulation period, (ii) well-founded physical
assumptions such as the heat capacity of water.
Furthermore, (iii) parameters from standards or
regulations such as the cold tap water temperature
and (iv) model configuration parameters such as the
number of typical days for clustering.
Uncertain parameters are classified in order to
clarify the model structure and determine uncertainty ranges for the sensitivity analysis and robust
formulations.
Pat-Cornell (1996) distinguished
uncertain parameters between epistemic uncertainty

and aleatory uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is
caused by a lack of knowledge and can be avoided
or predicted with suitable methods, while aleatory
uncertainty represents randomness.
In the field of building performance simulation,
Hopfe and Hensen (2011) divided uncertain parameters into physical, design, and scenario which helps
to assign them to epistemic or aleatory and find
usable values. Since most of physical quantities can
be considered as certain in system simulation on
macro-scale, not many uncertain parameters fall
into this category. Physical uncertain parameters
belong to the category of epistemic uncertainty and
they have already been analysed in different studies.
Therefore, it is simple to determine the uncertainty
range of physical parameters through literature.
Design parameters are determined during the planning process according to the room types or the
user behavior. Most of the uncertainty ranges of
these parameters can be determined by technical
standards or regulations and therefore design parameters are mainly epistemic uncertain parameters.
The group of design parameters also contains some
demand-related parameters, like internal gains, that
also belong to scenario parameters (e.g. Hopfe and
Hensen (2011)) because values strongly depend on
the usage scenario.
The uncertainties of scenario parameters such as future technological, ecological and economic boundary
conditions are difficult to estimate since their values
change over the building’s life cycle and are affected
by many unknown factors. Thus, they belong to
aleatory uncertainty. In this work, the uncertainty
ranges of scenario parameters are determined based
on prognoses from various agencies or estimated
using historical data if prognoses are lacking.
Sensitivity analysis
The MILP contains hundreds of uncertain parameters. It is therefore meaningful to identify highly
influential parameters since the uncertainty of lessinfluential parameters can be ignored in robust optimization. Since the Morris method (Morris (1991)) is
one of the most applied global sensitivity analysis for
building energy models (Nguyen and Reiter (2015)),
we conducted it to determine the parameter’s elementary effects (EE).
Therefore, the model input space with k-dimensions,
i.e. number of input parameters, is discretized into
a p-level grid (Saltelli et al. (2007)), where inputs
are able to change according specific rules based on
trajectories introduced by Morris (1991). The elementary effect EEi of the i-th input is determined
according to Equation 6 where ∆ is a value out of
the set {1/(p − 1), ..., 1 − 1/(p − 1)} (Saltelli et al.
(2007)).

Y (X1 , ..., Xi + ∆, ...Xk ) − Y (X)
(6)
∆
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The mean µ∗ of the distribution of the absolute values
of the elementary effects estimates the overall impact
of a parameter on the output. It is a good approximation of the total sensitivity index which measures the
overall impact by a computationally more intensive
variance-based method (Campolongo et al. (2007)).
In order to reduce the number of inputs and thereby
the computational effort, Campolongo et al. (2007)
improved the Morris method by the use of parameter groups. In this sense, all uncertain parameters
with same patterns (e.g. yearly prices of one energy
source) were grouped together in 104 groups. In each
run of the sensitivity analysis, the values of the parameters in the same group are allowed to change
simultaneously. However, individual values of the parameters still change yearly as it is intended by the
MILP.
For an acceptable computational effort, ten trajectories and four individual levels (p) for each parameter
were chosen to generate 1050 sample points of the
sensitivity analysis. To be able to assume convergence of Morris, three indicators were investigated.
First, runs with these settings were carried out several times whereby no significant changes could be
detected. Second, based on Sarrazin et al. (2016) we
computed the width of the 95% confidence intervals
of EEi obtained by bootstrapping and calculated the
width of the intervals across each input factor. We
found all width being below 0.06 except the most influential group which is below 0.15. Third, like e.g.
Nguyen and Reiter (2015), runs with numbers of trajectories close to 10 were compared. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the normalized µ∗ between these
runs was calculated and differences in the most influential parameter groups were analyzed. The MAE
decreased from 0.018 to 0.009 with a rising number
of trajectories and most influential parameter groups
did only change slightly.
The ranges of the parameter levels were defined with
the help of best and worst case values that can be
found in prognoses. Uncertainty ranges differ between +-10% (e.g. installation costs for devices, costs
for maintenance) and +-45% (e.g. emission factors,
energy prices). For example the emission factor of
electricity is predicted to decrease from 0.42 kg/kWh
in 2020 to 0.14 kg/kWh in 2050 whereby electricity
prices probably fluctuate between 19 ct./kWh and 25
ct./kWh. Yearly values are set in the model accordingly and each of these has its own uncertainty range.
The impact of the parameters on objective functions
and decision variables was analyzed separately. For
both, the normalized value of µ∗ was used to compare their impact on the model results. For the sake
of clarity, only parameter groups with significant influence are shown. The normalized mean of the elementary effect on objectives is shown in Figure 2.
Many parameters have an influence on both objectives whereas some groups with ecologic influence

Normalized mean µ∗ of elementary effect

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Number of parameter groups
Figure 2: Results of the sensitivity analysis concerning highly influential parameters on objectives.
(group 26, 65-67) only slightly affect the EAC.
These are the maximum power of PV (26) and the
emission factors. Analogously, the discount rates of
each year (64) only influence the economic objective.
In previous studies gas and electricity prices have
already been identified as important influence, which
is in line with our findings.
The electricity demand in the main usage zone (49)
influences both objectives. This demand is only
caused by the usage of user devices (plug-loads like
computers). Furthermore, the groups 50-51 are
highly influential and represent different parameters
of the electricity demand caused by users, lighting,
and ventilation in different building zones.
Other parameter groups (15, 17, 20, 26) that affect
the objectives are those of the technical data of
different devices of the energy supply system. Here,
our analysis showed that CHP, HP and PV have a
more important role than other units.
Concerning the BES, the power in case of energy
supply and capacities in case of energy storage
units are decision variables. To clearly describe the
influence of parameters on these, they are divided
into these two categories. In that way, values of µ∗
for each input parameter for decision variables from
a category can be accumulated and then normalized.
Figure 3 shows the results for both categories in
the economic and ecological optimum. Hereby, the
normalized values of µ∗ for supply and storage units
are summarized in stacked columns.
Again the electricity demand (49, 51) in different
usage zones is highly influencing the decision in both
optimums. Especially the demand for ventilation
plays an important role. Many groups for technical
data (15-52) of units have also high impact on
decision variables under both optimal situations and
on both categories. Data of CHP, HP, PV, and BAT
showed higher influence compared to other units.
Input parameters related to costs such as investments
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(e.g. CHP: 76, envelope: 7, 9) affect the decision
variables mainly under economic optimal situation.
Similarly, emission factors show only high impact on
decision variables in the ecological optimum (65-67).

Number of parameter groups
Figure 3: Results of the sensitivity analysis concerning highly influential parameters decis. variables.
Most of the highly influential parameters are part of
the objective functions which is why we focused on
the robust counterparts for this part of the MILP.
Therefore, the 20 parameter groups with the highest
normalized µ∗ that are part of the objectives are considered. Since we implement the robust formulation
directly in the objectives, similar groups will also be
considered. For example, one of the 20 groups are
the investments costs of CHP but all investments
for devices will be affected by the robust counterparts. Summarized, parameter groups concerning
the discount rate, investments costs of different
devices and the envelope, energy prices, and emission factors are considered in the robust formulations.
Robust counterpart for MILP formulation
The objectives of the model by Richarz et al. (2020)
contain one or two uncertain parameters as multiplicative coefficients of each decision variable. Therefore, the formulations of Moret et al. (2020), Kwon
et al. (2013), and Bertsimas and Sim (2004), to which
we refer for a detailed derivation, can be applied
to obtain robust counterparts while maintaining an
LP. The linear robust formulation of the economic
objective function extending the method by Kwon
et al. (2013) can be expressed as follows. Here, all
ρ, η, µ, π, θ are additional positive continuous variables needed for the robust formulation and all Γi
are newly introduced positive parameters. Γ is the
budget of uncertainty or level of robustness (Bertsimas and Sim (2004) and Kwon et al. (2013)), reflecting the considered degree of uncertainty and is
inserted for five groups of uncertain parameters (dis-

i
o
ρi,d

d

+ µoi,d ) + θio,u · Γui + θio,v · Γvi )

Additionally, three constraints need to be added to
the model for each of the three parts of EAC in
Equation 7. For EACinv these constraints are as
follows:
d,h

ρi,d − ηi,d + θi d,u ≥ δi R
µi,d − πi,d + θi

d,v

≥

Rd,h

Cd
δi,d

· Ci,d · Xi,d

· Ri

d,h

· Xi,d

(8a)
(8b)

Cd
δi,d

ηi,d + πi,d ≥ δi
·
· Xi,d
(8c)
Analogous constraints are set for the other three parts
of EAC. Each δ represents the uncertainty range of
a parameter. The basic idea of robust optimization is
the finding of a solution that is optimal if the worst
case of all uncertainty ranges becomes true. All Γ are
kind of control parameters with which not only this
worst case but many cases between worst and best
(non-robust) case can be calculated. In a minimization problem as in our case, the robust solutions have
to determine worse objective values compared to the
nominal solution. Therefore, the robust addend of every part of EAC, consisting of ρ, η, µ, π, θ, and Γ, is
always a positive number. Via the shown constraints
these robust variables are mathematically connected
with the uncertainty ranges δ.
Applying the method proposed by Bertsimas and
Sim (2004), analogously the linear robust formulation of the ecological objective function and related
constraints
Xare
Xgiven:
X
min
( ( (Ei,es · Xi,es,t · t + pem
i,es,t ))
es
t
(9)
i
+ θi em · Γi em )
s.t. θi em +

X

E
pem
i,es,t ≥ δi,es

t
em
Xi,es,t · t ≤ yi,es,t

X

em
yi,es,t

(10a)

t

(10b)

The original MILP with the described extensions was
implemented in Python and solved with a solver by
Gurobi Optimization, LLC (2021) that uses the dual
simplex algorithm.
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1.9 | 0.85 | 0.3 | 0.4 mW
2 ·K
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Age of BES
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As we conduct a multi-objective optimization, results
can be illustrated in a Pareto frontier. Each point
of the frontier contains one modernization schedule
i.e. investment path. In Figure 4, the nominal
frontier without the robust formulations is compared
with different robust solutions including Soyster’s
solution that represents the worst case. The higher
the value of Γ the more robust and conservative are
the solutions.
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The case study building, on which we apply the presented method, is a typical office building presented
by Gierga and Erhorn (1993). General building data
is listed in Table 1. We perform calculations with
five year intervals for the modernization schedules
and use five typical days for the clustering.
Table 1: General data of the case study building.
Information
Typical office
Building age class 1952 - 1977
Area
5,000 | 8,910 m2

factors of electricity that are considered in our model.
These factors are strongly dependent on the progress
of the national energy transition to renewable energy
sources. This large uncertainty allows a large feasible
region of emissions and the MILP can set robust variables (ρ, η, µ, π, θ) individually in each solution on one
frontier. As a result, solutions with same EAC but
different emissions are found where decision variables
mostly also remain the same. However, in practice
this would make it easy to decide for a modernization schedule. In a recent work, Hollermann (2020)
made analogous observations.
Some rather conservative solutions are close to the
economic optmimum of the nominal frontier and shall
therefore be compared to it. Hence, in Figure 5 the
decision variables i.e. modernization schedules for the
circled points are shown.

2030

a)

2040

2050

2040

2050

100

50

VCRS
air HP
geo HP

2030

b)

200
CO2 [t/a]

Figure 4: Nominal and robust Pareto frontiers of
modernization schedules for a typical office building
determined by the extended MILP.
The first aspect to be recognized is that the robust
frontiers are always above right compared to the nominal solutions. As described above, this is because
they are more conservative and thus the objectives
must have higher values. The price of robustness Γ
(Bertsimas and Sim (2004)) refers to these additional
costs and emissions.
In addition, partly the robust frontiers are almost vertical lines, in contrast to the nominal solution. In
other words, compared to the nominal solution, fewer
solutions of the robust optimization are Pareto optimal. This is due to a large uncertainty of the emission
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Pellet boiler
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Application on a typical office building
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Figure 5: Comparison of investment decisions in
heating (a) and cooling (b) devices and emissions’ development (c) of modernization schedules on a nominal and robust Pareto frontier.
We examplary compare a solution of the nominal
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frontier (solid lines) with one of the robust frontier
where Γ = 93 (dashed lines). Crosses and circles
symbolize the purchase of a new device.
The development of the BES’ constellation is shown
from 2020 to 2050. The BES varies significantly in
both solutions whereby the advantage of the scheduling approach of the MILP becomes obvious. The
BES’ heating system of the nominal solution changes
from a gas-based CHP to electricity-based air and
geothermal HP. This leads to lower emissions because of a decreasing electricity emissions factor. This
change from gas- to electricity based supply would be
faster and earlier in case the transition to a renewable electricity mix would increase. Inversely, buildings can contribute by decreasing their demand (e.g.
through renovation) and instead of using electricity
directly (e.g. via EH) in combination with environmental heat (e.g. via HP). Due to the considered
uncertainty of the electricity emission factor in the
robust solution, this change is not observed here. Uncertainties of energy prices are another reason why
energy sources may not change and the robust solution uses a large amount of gas over the considered
time horizon. Since cooling is based on electricity
anyway, only minor differences between nominal and
robust solution occur. Summarized, results of the
nominal solutions are similar to other recent studies
as CHP were identified as a transitional solution between recent gas-based and future all-electric supply
of buildings where HP play a key role. However, robust solutions reveal that this transition is strongly
dependent on predominant boundary conditions and
a conservative decision-maker would not invest that
fast into a more electricity-based BES.

Conclusions and future work
With this work, we present a robust extension of a
MILP that determines modernization schedules for
typical buildings. At first, a sensitivity analysis of
the existing model is conducted. The user behavior in
the main usage zone has a large impact on objectives
and decision variables. Furthermore, the ecological
objectives are mainly influenced by the emission factors of energy sources. Discount rate, energy prices,
and investments in some plants are most important
for the economic objective.
After this analysis, highly influential parameters were
selected for the development of a robust counterpart
based on Bertsimas and Sim (2004) to treat uncertainty in the MILP. Due to these formulations, robust Pareto frontiers behave differently compared to
nominal frontiers. Depending on the chosen degree
of robustness, especially economic and ecological optimum differ over the robust solutions. Concerning
the chosen BES in the modernization schedules, we
see larger capacities and more gas-based technologies
in robust solutions than in less robust solutions. With
our method, we focus on the technical aspects of mod-

ernization schedules. Beside them, non-technical aspects like future living or working conditions and the
personal acceptance of technologies cannot be simulated but may have a large influence on modernization
decisions.
One next step is the application on other typical
buildings. Since trajectories of our Morris method
are at a minimum level, more trajectories may be
possible by improving the calculation process. An
analysis of the standard deviation of EEi could provide information about interactions between different
parameters. As proposed in some studies (e.g. Moret
et al. (2017)), a two-stage global sensitivity analysis
will give more insights into the ranking of the uncertainty groups of the model. We plan to conduct
the variance-based Sobol method with the highly influential parameters identified by the Morris method.
Furthermore, robust counterparts for the constraints
of the model will be added to consider uncertainty
parameters that are not part of the objective functions. Concerning the scheduling approach itself, constraints referring to the technical and economic advantages of simultaneously realized measures and the
integration of part-load behavior may make the model
more realistic.
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